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Abstract Although the field of persuasive technologies
has lately attracted a lot of attention, only recently the
notion of ambient persuasive technologies was introduced.
Ambient persuasive technologies can be integrated into
every aspect of life, and as such have greater persuasive
power than the traditional box like machines. This article
discusses ambient persuasion and poses a model that
structures the knowledge from social sciences on persua-
sion, attitude change, and behavior change. Using this
model the challenges of ambient persuasive technologies to
fulfill its persuasive promises are identified. From the
ambient persuasion model it is clear that ambient persua-
sive technologies can go beyond traditional persuasive
technologies by being context and situational aware, by
interpreting individual differences between users, and by
being a social actor in their own right.
Keywords Persuasion  Ambient intelligence 
Attitude change  Behavioral change
1 Introduction
Attitude change and behavioral change are heavily
researched in social sciences. Its knowledge stems from
domains coined attitude change, learning, conditioning,
heuristics, persuasive cues and many others. Given the
diversity of the work in different areas, and its differences
in practical use for system design, we present a model to
structure the most relevant works in persuasion for system
design. We adopt the term persuasion in a very broad sense
and identify a persuasive system as any system successfully
and intentionally designed to influence attitudes or
behaviors of its users. This is in line with the definition
posed by O’Keefe (2002) who defines persuasion as a
successful intentional effort of influencing another’s men-
tal state.
Fogg (2003) brought persuasion into computing with his
valuable work on persuasive technologies. We add to his
achievements by focusing more heavily on the psycho-
logical underpinnings of attitudes and behaviors, and by
extending the work to the ambient intelligence (AmI)
scenario, thus stepping away from the traditional boxed
computer. Aarts et al. (2007) combined the notions of
ambient intelligent systems—systems that build on the
large scale integration of electronic devices and the ubiq-
uitous availability of digital information—and persuasive
technologies; systems aimed at changing users attitudes or
behaviors (Fogg 2003).
In an AmI world, massively distributed devices operate
collectively while embedded in the environment using
information and intelligence that is hidden in the inter-
connection network (Aarts and Ruyter 2009). Furthermore,
system behavior can be adapted to user behavior since
behavioral data is, in theory, freely available and shared
between all parts of the system, or even between systems.
The AmI scenario as such provides numerous opportunities
for persuasion which are out of reach for their ‘‘boxed’’
counterparts. This article provides an overview of persua-
sive strategies which could be utilized by these ambient
persuasive systems. The AmI paradigm can be regarded as
the newest marker on a scale ranging from the traditional
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computer, to mobile devices, and trough pervasive com-
puting. While pervasive computing already focuses on
distributed systems, the AmI paradigm aims at taking the
embedding of devices one step further by involving the
entire environment (Aarts and Ruyter 2009).
We hope this article accelerates the development of
ambient persuasive systems by identifying the major
opportunities. This article should inspire the design of
experiments to further advance the implementation of
social science knowledge on persuasion into system design.
Furthermore, we hope that this discussion initiates the
development of complex systems; systems which incor-
porate the many moderating factors found in studies of
attitude and behavioral change. Currently the majority of
persuasive technologies leverage merely one or two per-
suasive tricks. Even though the effectiveness of such tricks
for persuasive technologies has been shown (Fogg 2003), it
is known from the studies of attitude change that
straightforward tricks can have counterintuitive effects in
specific contexts, or on specific individuals (Petty and
Cacioppo 1986). In this article we present a model which
incorporates the moderating variables that have been
identified in different fields and as such provide guidelines
for more effective persuasive systems.
We present an overview of the social science findings
on attitude and behavioral change and summarize these
in a model for ambient persuasion. The majority of
persuasive strategies described in our ambient persuasion
model originate from social sciences literature on human
to human persuasion. However, given known similarities
between human responses to humans and human
responses to computers (Reeves and Nass 1996; Nass
and Moon 2000) we believe that the social science lit-
erature can aid the design of ambient persuasive systems.
In this paper we structure this knowledge and provide
guidelines for design derived from this body of literature.
We discuss each part of the model in detail. The article
ends with identification of three major challenges for the
AmI field to fulfill its opportunities in incorporating
persuasion. The promises are vast, but they still need to
be met.
2 An ambient persuasion model
In the next section we discuss the ambient persuasion
model which structures the social sciences knowledge of
persuasion into accessible and usable subsections for the
development of ambient persuasive systems.
The ambient persuasion model (Fig. 1) is structured
around two axes: (1) A classical representation of a per-
suasive message or cue delivered from a source to a
receiver (left–right) and (2) the gradual change process
from initial attitudes to sustaining long term behavior (top–
bottom).
2.1 From source to receiver—the horizontal axis
The first axis, pointing from the source of a persuasive
request to the receiver, represents a very classical attitude
change model (Petty et al. 1997); one person—the
source—asks a request or speaks an opinion, and the other
person—the receiver—changes attitude or behavior. We
incorporate this classical paradigm into our model because
of the valuable insights it delivers for the active role
ambient persuasive systems could take as a source in this
process. Furthermore, we extend this classical paradigm by
discussing the implications of multiple sources of persua-
sive requests; the embedding of a receiver in his or her
social environment.
2.2 From attitude to long-term sustained behavior—the
vertical axis
The second axis, from initial attitude towards long-term
behavior, has previously been identified by Aarts et al.
(2007). Commonly people first form an opinion about a
topic, for example one decides that going to the gym once a















Fig. 1 The ambient persuasion model with from left to right the
source to receiver effects and from top to bottom the distinctions
between attitude change, behavioral change, and long term sustained
behavior
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week is healthy and thus a good habit. A persuasive system
could give cues or arguments to adopt this attitude. From
this initial attitude people become motivated to perform the
behavior. Here an ambient persuasive system could func-
tion as a tool (Fogg 2003) by making this behavior easier to
perform. Finally, once the behavior has been performed it
is necessary to sustain the adopted behavior, for example
by punishment or reward. Structured around this axis we
discuss the major views on attitude and behavior change,
the use of mental shortcuts, the different routes of infor-
mation processing that people use, and the majority views
on sustaining behaviors.
2.3 Overview of this article
The numbered and italicized concepts in the model repre-
sent the clusters of research we use to structure the body of
social sciences literature on attitude and behavioral change.
This is the order in which we discuss the different concepts
in this article. We begin by discussing the source (1), the
originator of the persuasive request, which in our case is
the ambient persuasive system. We describe how source
characteristics influence the receiver’s susceptibility to its
persuasive cues. Second, we describe the effects of multi-
ple sources (2), e.g. being surrounded by multiple per-
suaders. The request of a single source cannot be decoupled
from its surrounding. Characteristics of multiple sources
influence individuals compliance to persuasion.
After discussing the source characteristics the sequence
of attitude change, behavioral change and methods to
sustain the behavioral change is assessed. We start with
attitudes and theories of attitude formation (3). To properly
discuss attitude change we have to incorporate different
processing theories (4) which describe how individuals
process information and derive a decision. The hypothe-
sized structure of attitudes in social sciences has an impact
on the possible mechanisms to change attitudes and is thus
important to incorporate in our model. The two information
processing routes—the central and the peripheral route—
determine how people will respond to different cues and
are thus of special importance for ambient context and
situational aware persuasive systems.
From attitudes we proceed to discussing behavior (5),
and focus on the onset of behavior; Why are certain
behaviors preferred above competing behaviors, and which
behavior is most likely to occur? We discuss theories of
competing behaviors and their probability—theories which
could be incorporated to create ambient persuasive systems
which deliver the right message at the right time. The for-
mation of behaviors and attitudes is frequently not con-
sciously elaborated, it is also determined by heuristics and
mental shortcuts (6) that individuals use, we discuss the
most common shortcuts and their possible implementations.
These mental shortcuts can instantly lead to attitudinal or
behavioral change, especially in situations of low infor-
mation processing ability or low motivation to process the
request of the receiver.
Next to the onset of behaviors we also discuss the
research on sustaining (7) behavior, with an emphasis on
conditioning. This overview section describes how ambient
persuasive systems could incorporate strategies to
strengthen and maintain behaviors exhibited by users. The
last sections of this article describes the challenges for
designers to incorporate persuasion into ambient systems to
fulfill its promises. In the following sections we will dis-
cuss each of the numbered elements of the model in more
detail.
3 A single source
The world famous Milgram (1963) experiment showed
convincingly in 1963 the devastating effects source char-
acteristics could have on a behavioral request of subjects in
an experiment. Up to 65% of the subjects in his experiment
allegedly went as far as killing another subject for not
properly recalling a set of memorized words. One of the
leading explanations for the accounted effect is the
authority—expert credibility—of the source; the professor
making the request.
Next to authority several other source characteristics
influence the effectiveness of a persuasive request. Heavily
researched of these (single) source effects are perceived
friendliness, perceived similarity, mimicry, and reciprocity.
The conclusions are summed below:
• A greater perceived legitimate authority increases
compliance to a persuasive request.
• Sources that are considered friendly, or are liked by the
receiver, increase compliance to their requests.
• A greater perceived similarity of the source of the
request and the receiver increases compliance.
• Mimicry—similarities in behavior—by a source rela-
tive to a receiver increase compliance.
• People are inclined to return—reciprocate—a favor.
• Repetition—multiple exposures to the same source over
time—increases compliance.
The summed conclusions show that source characteris-
tics can make a big impact on the compliance to a per-
suasive request.
The Milgram experiment showed that authority—as
shown by title of the researcher, the location of the research
and the attributes the researcher was carrying (Milgram
1974; Cialdini 2001)—greatly effects compliance. Sub-
sequent research has shown that the positive effect on
compliance is highest when the authority figure is
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perceived credible (Millers et al. 1995), and when the
receiver is limited in his or her elaboration efforts of the
provided argument (Petty and Cacioppo 1986; Millers
et al. 1995). Similar arguments have been shown to be
effective in a virtual setting (Slater et al. 2006). Authority,
or expert credibility, can be used in ambient systems when
the system is an active actor itself and increase the com-
pliance to the system. Incredible, or illegitimate authority
can however lead to decreased compliance, especially
when the receiver heavily elaborates on the content of the
request.
Friendliness, or the perceived friendliness of the source,
also effects the compliance of a receiver. People are
inclined to listen to friends (Cialdini and Goldstein 2004),
or more general inclined to comply to people they like
(Cialdini 2001, 2004). This finding influences the devel-
opment of ambient persuasive systems as it signals the
importance of the social actor role of the system. It has
been shown previously that simple social cues such as
praise can increase the perceived friendliness of a virtual
source (Kaptein et al. 2009).
Similarity between source and receiver leads to greater
compliance (Festinger 1954). This similarity can occur at
multiple levels. For example, it has been shown that people
are more inclined to follow a request made by an unfa-
miliar person whose name is similar to their own than to a
person with a different name (Burger et al. 2004). Fur-
thermore, characteristics such as country of origin, reli-
gious affiliation, and educational background all influence
compliance to a persuasive request; greater similarity
increases compliance (Shultz 1999; Murray et al. 1984).
An interesting development is the empirical evidence for
greater liking and a more positive opinion of people with
whom one momentarily shares an experience (Pinel et al.
2006). Perceived similarity through shared experiences is
likely to have an effect on compliance, and shared expe-
riences can be designed into ambient persuasive systems.
Mimicry has a very profound effect on the compliance
to a persuasive request (Chartrand and Bargh 1999; Char-
trand et al. 2005). Not only compliance is effected; the
perceived friendliness, and the perceived intelligence are
also influenced by mimicry. Mimicry refers to the
(unconscious) copying of others behaviors. Mostly this is
displayed trough body posture, facial expression or other
non-verbal cues (Chartrand and Bargh 1999). However,
verbal mimicry, both in prosody as well as in content has
been shown to influence the perception of the receiver.
Numerous implementations for mimicry in persuasive
systems can be thought of and designed to test whether this
principle holds within the ambient persuasion paradigm.
First steps have been made in human to computer inter-
action in which it was shown that mimicry of typing speed
by a chat robot positively influences people’s opinion about
the robot (Kaptein et al. 2009). Thus, even simple imple-
mentations of mimicry seem to influence the perception of
the source, and as such can influence compliance.
People are inclined—or actually, people go through a
great deal of effort—to pay back a favor (Cialdini 2004).
This source characteristic is exceptionally strong, and
seems to work even when it is truly unbeneficial for the
receiver. When a receiver is in depth to the source, he or
she will comply with persuasive requests to even out this
discrepancy. The strategy of reciprocation—the foundation
of the tit-for-tat strategy, which is the most favorable
algorithm to win social dilemma games (Komorita et al.
1991)—seems rational. However, it has been shown that
people even reciprocate to favors they had never asked for
(Cialdini 2004; James and Bolstein 1992). Reciprocity,
both in its rational and effective sense of reciprocating
favors, as well as in its more deceptive sense, reciprocating
unasked-for favors, can be utilized by ambient persuasive
systems.
A final persuasion principle which we want to discuss in
the context of a single source is the effect of reoccurring
requests by a source. Repetition in persuasive requests
increases compliance (Latane et al. 1995). The additive
effect decreases as the number of repetitions increases but
simple initial repetition of a request can greatly enhance
the compliance.
Given these clear source effects we believe that for
ambient systems to be persuasive designers should consider
the role of the system as a persuasive source, and thus as an
actor itself. When the ambient system functions as a social
actor in the perception of the user, source characteristics
can be utilized to increase compliance. Here a clear shift
from purely functional system intelligence to emotional
system intelligence is promoted (Aarts and Ruyter 2009),
since notions like friendship and perceived similarity
regard to social aspects of the system. These social
behaviors, when properly displayed by a system, will first
of all increase the bond between the system as actor and its
users. More importantly, this created bond can be used to
utilize source characteristics and increase compliance.
4 Multiple sources
Next to the influence of the perception of the receiver of a
single source making a persuasive request, a number of
multiple source effects exist. These effects are distinct
form single source effects. Research in the area of multiple
sources acknowledges that the compliance of an individual
to a persuasive request is not merely determined by the
current interaction between the source and the receiver, but
also by previous interactions with others, interactions with
the same source, and the number of repetitions. Thus, ones
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attitude or behaviors are dependent upon the social envi-
ronment in which one lives. We briefly sum the main
findings:
• Social proof is a powerful persuader. In uncertainty
people look at the behavior and attitudes of others to
determine their own.
• The number of people in reference group (for example
in cases of social proof) or the absolute number of
sources making a request influences compliance. More
sources with a similar cue lead to higher compliance.
• Immediacy leads to compliance—people comply with
those that are close or intimate to them.
• People generally seek consensus. People generally tend
to minimize stress and conflict arising from competing
opinions or behaviors.
First, social proof (Cialdini 2001) heavily influences
attitudes and behaviors in a multitude of situations. The
most striking example of social proof is the so-called
bystander effect (Latane and Darley 1968): when an acci-
dent or attack happens on the street most people refrain
from helping the victim. This is especially true when the
incident occurs in a busy area where lots of people are
around (Latane and Nida 1981). The explanation for this
effect is that people, when confronted with an uncertain or
unfamiliar situation, look at others to see what they should
do. In the case of the incident on the street this results in
each and everyone looking around to the others to see what
they should to, and simultaneously noticing that they are
doing the right thing; looking around to see what you
should do seems to be what everyone else does. Social
proof, and thus the cue that others behave in a certain
manner or have a certain attitude can be used by ambient
persuasive systems when the system is a tool (Fogg 2003)
and shows you what others do. However, when the system
is an actor—for which an argument was made in the pre-
ceding section—system behavior or attitude in itself could
function as social proof. Systems could express attitudes or
behaviors, and through social proof stimulate these same
attitudes and behaviors by their users.
The next two findings—people are influenced by the
number of people that make a request, and people listen to
those close to them, are discussed together in the Dynamic
Social Impact Theory (Latane 1996; Latane and Bourgeois
1996). Latane was one of the first and most influential to
place persuasion and attitude formation in a dynamic social
system, instead of relying merely on a dyadic source
receiver relationship. The core of dynamic social impact
theory is that the attitude one possesses towards a topic, for
example your political affiliation, is a function of the
strength of the arguments made in favor or opposing the
attitude, the number of people expressing the attitude, and
your immediacy to these people. Practically this means that
your attitude towards republicans is a weighted average of
all of the opinions you have ever heard from others. The
weighting happens based on the closeness of others to you.
The surprising finding of this theory is that if indeed atti-
tudes are defined by this function it would mean, as shown
by computer simulation, that groups of close people with
similar attitudes should arise in a society, and that these
groups should have similar attitudes on unrelated topics
(Nowak et al. 1990). Furthermore, this social working of
attitude formation ensures stable minority attitudes to be
formed over time (Latane 1996).
The Dynamic Social Impact theory and its findings state
that the number of people expressing an attitude and the
immediacy of these people to the receiver influences the
final attitude of the receiver can be used in persuasive
systems. The immediacy statement provides another
argument for building a close relationship between the
ambient persuasive system and the user, and as such for an
active social role of the system. The number of people
statement shows how ambient persuasive systems can
increase compliance by depicting the number of others
currently performing the target behavior or holding the
target opinion. This persuasive behavior of systems is
currently in use in recommender systems and collaborative
filtering systems and has proven its use in settings pre-
ceding the ambient persuasion paradigm. However, ambi-
ent systems could incorporate a number of measures which
are out of reach to their boxed-like or mobile counterparts.
Also, an ambient persuasive systems could leverage the
power of the number of sources by acting as multiple
actors. The system could depict multiple actors, specialized
for different tasks, which work cooperatively in their
interaction with the user.
Overall, the theory shows a promising focus on the
social origins of attitudes and opinions. This social struc-
ture can be incorporated into a persuasive computing sce-
nario. Social awareness of ambient persuasive systems
could take the dynamic social properties of attitude for-
mation into account.
Finally, another frequently researched multiple source
effect is peoples innate motivation to seek consensus.
People tend to agree with the people surrounding them.
The consensus principle is clearly related to social proof
but occurs also in situations in which people are not in
uncertainty. An influential study by Ajzen and Fishbein
(Asch 1955) has shown that respondents will adapt their
judgment of the length of a line drawn on paper to the
majority opinion of a group, even when this majority view
is clearly wrong. This strive for consensus seems to be
motivated by people’s tendency to reduce stress, and can
be used as a powerful persuader to change both attitudes as
well as behavior. Persuasive systems could facilitate in the
communication with others and encourage consensus.
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Systems which are a social actor by themselves could use
the consensus principle to persuade users.
5 The formation of attitudes
We have discussed what the effects of one or multiple
sources are on the compliance to a persuasive request. In
this discussion we hardly distinguished between attitudes
and behaviors; the second axis of the model. The following
sections will deal with this second axis—the gradual pro-
cess of changing attitudes, to changing behaviors, to sus-
taining the target behavior. In this first section on the
second axis of our model we will discuss some of the
theoretical views on what attitudes are, and how these
impact the act of persuasion.
Attitudes have been defined in a variety of ways, but at
the core is the notion of evaluation: Attitudes are viewed as
a summary of evaluations of objects (thoughts, ideas,
products, behaviors etc.) along a dimension ranging from
positive to negative (Petty et al. 1994, 1997). Most general
models explaining behavior start with a positive attitude
and/or motivation towards a behavior before the actual
exhibiting of behavior.
Research into the bases of attitudes has found several
important notions for ambient persuasive systems. The
main results can be summarized as follows:
• Mental accessibility of an attitude influences the
strength of the attitude.
• Ambivalent attitudes—attitudes based on inconsistent
information—are more easily changed.
• Mood, affect and cognition interact in forming
attitudes.
• There seem to be individual (genetic) differences in
attitude towards objects.
The strength of an object-evaluation association—e.g.
the ease with which an evaluation of an object can be
retrieved from memory—influences the final evaluation of
the object (Fazio 1993; Bargh et al. 1996). Research has
for example shown that a failure to recall a specified
number of positive evaluations relating to an object
decreases the final evaluation (Fazio 1995). For example, if
a BMW fanatic is asked to name ten advantages of a BMW
over a Mercedes, which is a challenging task, one observes
a decrease in the overall evaluation of the BMW (Tybout
et al. 2005). This decrease is present only when ten
advantages are asked for, and is not present when three
advantages are asked for. As such, the ease of retrieval of
arguments of the object evaluation influences the evalua-
tion itself. Moreover, even repetition of single arguments
influences the final evaluation of an object—attitudes that
are easily retrieved are commonly stronger e.g. more
positive or more negative. Both of these notions of the
structural base of attitudes as retrievals of object evalua-
tions can be used in the design of ambient systems by
aiding the retrieval of arguments.
Next to the accessibility of an attitude, the object eval-
uation is influenced by the ambivalence of the attitude. The
ambivalence of an attitude is the extent to which the atti-
tude is based on consistent information. This literature sees
the final positive or negative evaluation of an object as a
result of several negative and positive evaluations of
aspects of the object (Cacioppo and Berntson 1994; Brec-
kler 1994). Interesting from this perspective is that even
though a final evaluation of an object might be strongly
positive, the ease with which this evaluation can be chan-
ged depends not only on the strength—generally it is
assumed that strong attitudes are less easily changed
(Thompson et al. 1995)—but also on the ambivalence of
the base of the attitude: The more pro and cons the attitude
was based on, the more compliance with a counter attitu-
dinal requests increases (Leippe and Eisenstadt 1994). As
such, not merely the presenting of arguments in one spe-
cific direction, but also the sheer number of presented
arguments might help in shaping an attitude.
Given the interpretation of attitudes as a summary of
evaluations not only the accessibility of these evaluations
or the ambivalence of these evaluations changes the end
result. Research has shown that there is a distinction
between attitudes having an affective base, and those
having a cognitive base, and that this origin of attitudes
influences how attitudes can be changed. Practically this
distinction shows that attitudes towards some topics are
more easily changed using affective— emotional—argu-
ments, while some benefit from cognitive—fact-based
arguments (Petty et al. 1997). This distinction is of
importance for ambient persuasive systems since an atti-
tude with an emotional base not easily changed by cogni-
tive arguments and vice versa. Thus, assessment of the
nature of current attitudes of users should impact the
strategies adopted by a system to increase compliance.
A fourth focus of previous research is on the individual
differences between people in their attitude formations and
their sustaining of attitudes. The heated debate here con-
cerns whether attitudes towards specific objects are not
only influenced by experience but also by genetics (Lykken
et al. 1993). While individual differences most definitely
mediate how attributes are formed through experience, see
for example the discussion of the need for cognition in
Sect. 6, there are strong indications that there are genetic
differences in attitudes (Tesser 1993). While the explana-
tions for genetic differences in specific attitudes or attitude
formation are brief and speculative (Petty et al. 1997) these
could be highly interesting for the ambient persuasion
domain and emphasize an importance for adaptive systems.
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Overall the structural basis of attitudes, being a sum-
mative evaluation of all possible validations of an attitude
object influences the strategies which should be incorpo-
rated by ambient persuasive systems to increase compli-
ance. The next section discusses how individual
information processing leads to changes in attitudes or
object evaluations.
6 Information processing
During our discussion of source effects we already touched
upon the moderating effect of message elaboration on the
effectiveness of authority as a cue to increase compliance.
Mediating effects like these have been found in abundance
in the attitude and behavioral change literature (Olson and
Zanna 1993; Petty et al. 1997). Generally these effects
seem confusing; the strong effect of authority as shown by
Milgram can be counter effective in different circum-
stances. This occurs when people judge the expert as
incredible and when people elaborate upon the arguments
presented by the expert. These types of findings can be well
explained by the so-called dual processing models of atti-
tude change (Petty and Cacioppo 1986; Petty and Wegener
1999). These models in general explain why a certain
persuasive cue or ‘‘trick’’ does not have the straightforward
effect one would suggest in every possible situation. This
section discusses one of the most dominant of dual pro-
cessing models; the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty
and Cacioppo 1986). This model is an exemplar for the
reasoning behind most dual-processing models and pro-
vides a strong argument for situational and context
awareness as well as individual adaptivity of persuasive
systems.
The main notion of the ELM is the elaboration like-
lihood continuum; the extent to which people engage in
elaborate contemplation of a persuasive message. This
continuum has two end-points, given by the two routes to
attitude change. First is the central route to persuasion,
the route in which the actual content of the persuasive
message is elaborately contemplated. The second route is
the peripheral route to persuasion, in which the content is
less important in the decision, but peripheral cues and
mental shortcuts, such as identification with the message
source or the use of heuristics, guides the resulting atti-
tude shift.
By no means do the authors of most dual processing
models propose that either one of the routes will be chosen,
disregarding the other. However, authors argue that the two
routes are the endpoints of the elaboration continuum. The
position of an individual receiver on this continuum is
determined by a number of factors, all of which are
important to incorporate into fully context and situational
aware adaptive persuasive systems. For the ELM Petty and
Cacioppo consider the motivation to process the request,
the ability to process the request, and individual prior
attitudes regarding the request. Several other authors have
added individual differences in need for cognition (Caci-
oppo et al. 1983, 1984), and/or susceptibility to persuasion
(Kaptein et al. 2009), as important additional factors. In a
high elaboration scenario persuasive requests that are
rational and credible increase compliance. In a low elab-
oration scenario persuasive tricks and mental shortcuts,
discussed in Sect. 8, are more likely to have a direct effect
on compliance. In short the conclusions of the research into
dual processing models are as follows:
• A persuasive request should be adapted to the current
elaboration state of the receiver of the request.
• When people are motivated to scrutinize arguments
they will be higher on the elaboration continuum.
• When people have the ability—capacity and opportu-
nity—to elaborate on the request they will be higher on
the elaboration continuum.
• When people hold prior believes about the topic at hand
they will be higher on the elaboration continuum.
• People high in the need for cognition tend to be higher
on the elaboration continuum.
• People who are susceptible to persuasive cues comply
more based on mental shortcuts or source characteris-
tics than people with lower susceptibility.
The first results presented in the list, a request should be
adapted to the elaboration state of the receiver, is of
importance to prevent backfiring (Tormala et al. 2006): the
counter intuitive working of a persuasive trick. A sample of
backfiring is the decreased compliance to an illegitimate
expert. In low elaboration people generally follow the
principle of authority, as stated above and mentioned by
both Fogg (2003) and Cialdini (2001). However, experi-
mental research has shown conflicting results. The
impression of an illegitimate expert, discovered by elabo-
rate scrutinizing by the receiver, decreases compliance.
Thus, a number of the straightforward tricks—more are
discussed in Sect. 8—might backfire when the central
processing route is followed. This implies that persuasive
systems should be aware of the motivation of the receiver,
the ability to process information and several individual
differences to determine the optimal persuasive strategy for
the current user and the current situation.
Motivation of people to scrutinize the provided infor-
mation depends on their mood, their prior beliefs, their
opinion about the topic, and their need for cognition. More
positive moods generally result in less elaboration than
negative moods (Scharz et al. 1991). Also, attitudes or
behaviors which are being held or performed for a longer
period of time induce more elaboration when challenged.
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Finally, individual differences in need for cognition influ-
ence elaboration even when all else is equal. These factors
should be taken into account by ambient persuasive sys-
tems to determine the most likely processing route and
present arguments accordingly.
Finally, seemingly detached from the two processing
routes, people seem to have different baseline susceptibility
to persuasive cues (Kaptein et al. 2009). This again argues
in favor of personalized, adaptive ambient persuasive
systems.
7 The onset of behavior
This section discusses two major theories of the onset of
behaviors based on attitudes or motivations towards a
specific behavior. Our first is the discussion of the MOA—
motivation, opportunity, and ability—model which is fre-
quently used in marketing research to explain behavioral
responses to advertisements (MacInnis et al. 1991; Mac-
Innis and Jaworski 1989). The second model we discuss is
the theory of reasoned action. The theory of reasoned
action and planned behavior (TRA/PB) is used to explain
the origins of behavior based on the initial attitude towards
the behavior: the behavioral intention.
7.1 Motivation, opportunity and ability
The MOA, motivation, opportunity, and ability, model was
introduced by MacInnis and Jaworski ( 1989) and elabo-
rated upon by Rothschild (1999) and is primarily used to
explain why a specific behavior occurs amongst competing
behaviors. The basic principle of the MOA model is that
the likelihood for a single behavior to be performed
depends on the motivation to perform the behavior, the
opportunity to perform the behavior, and the ability to
perform the behavior (de Heer and Poiesz 1998). Motiva-
tion is the predisposition of the person performing the
behavior towards the behavior and can in our model be
linked to the attitude towards the behavior. Motivation is
often split between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Ryan
and Deci 2000). Intrinsic motivation refers to motivation to
enact a behavior for its inherent satisfaction—its alignment
with ones personal values or attitudes—and not for some
separable external consequence (White 1959; Deci 1975).
External motivation refers to motivation which is con-
trolled by externalities that are not part of the activity or
behavior they are influencing (Deci et al. 1998). The most
common examples of external motivation are reward and
punishment—more on this is explained in Sect. 9. Internal
motivation seems to increase the likelihood of the behavior
being performed (Deci 1975), and perhaps more impor-
tantly seems to lead to sustained behavior (Deci 1975).
Once a person is motivated, be it internally or exter-
nally, to perform a behavior the likelihood of enactment is
depended on the opportunity—the extent to which the
external environment enables the behavior—and a persons
ability—the extent to which a person possesses the skills
and knowledge necessary to enact. For example, even
though a person is very willing to throw a brick through a
window, first one needs to find the brink (opportunity) and
secondly, one needs to be able to aim, control the arm
muscles, and strike a hit (ability). In a brick less situation
this behavior becomes unlikely even though motivation
and ability might be high (Poiesz 1989).
The MOA model usefully identifies areas in which
ambient persuasive technologies can influence the likeli-
hood of occurrence of specific behaviors. Motivation can
be influence by influencing attitudes or by providing
rewards and punishments. Opportunity can be influenced
by technologies by functioning as a tool (Fogg 2003) and
making the target behavior easier to perform. Ability can
also be influenced by using technologies to transfer
knowledge or skills necessary to perform the target
behavior. Here persuasive technologies as simulations
(Fogg 2003) function to increase ability. The MOA model
as such is valuable for ambient persuasive technologies and
stresses the importance of controlling not only the person
being persuaded but also his or her environment.
7.2 Theory of reasoned action
Another frequently reported upon theory of behavioral
onset is the theory of reasoned action (TRA) and planned
behavior (PB) by Azjen and Fishbein. While initially
merely the Theory of reasoned action—behavior is a
function of behavioral intention, which in itself is a func-
tion of attitudes and subjective norms (Ajzen and Fishbein
1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) —the authors later added
the notion of perceived behavioral control: Behavioral
intention itself is a function of attitude towards the
behavior, the subjective norms, and the perceived ability to
control the behavior (Ajzen 1985, 1991). Meta studies have
shown that indeed a medium proportion of variance in
actual behavior was accounted for by behavioral intention
and that indeed intention is party explained by attitudes
(Sheppard et al. 1988).
This theory has mainly been used to explain behavior in
a more clinical setting (Ajzen and Albarracin 2007), but
usefully stresses the importance of attitudes and social
norms in the onset of behavior. As such a persuasive
ambient system should not merely know its user and its
attitudes, but also the social environment in which the user
is engaged. The addition of the perceived behavioral
intention, planned behavior, focuses on users perceived
ability and opportunity combination; up to what level are
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users singlehandedly able to perform the behavior. This
combines both of the behavioral onset theories and as such
identifies the key factors that should be taken into account
by an ambient persuasive system aiming at influencing the
likelihood of the onset of new behavioral responses.
8 Mental shortcuts
Besides the rational—central route—towards an attitude
change and subsequent behavior, many attitudes are
formed and corresponding behaviors are executed without
conscious elaboration of the receiver. Cialdini (2001, 2004)
refers to these types of attitudinal and behavioral reactions
to persuasive cues as click-zoom reactions; a standardized
reaction based on a mental shortcut which in general tends
to be favorable for the performer of the behavior but can be
used to persuade into different attitudes and behaviors.
While generally unsuited to create sustainable behaviors or
change behavioral patterns, mental shortcuts can be very
effective in initiating a new behavior or temporarily
changing attitudes. As such, we feel that results from this
field deserved a separate mention in our ambient persua-
sion model. We first sum up the most frequently reported
upon mental shortcuts—also referred to as persuasion
principles:
• Principle of scarcity.
• Principle of consistency.
• Principle of loss aversion.
• Sunk cost principle.
• Principle of framing.
• The foot in the door principle.
• The contrast principle.
• The disrupt than reframe principle.
The principle of scarcity refers to people’s general
tendency to value things that are, or seem scarce (West
1975). People are inclined to buy a product when they
know that it is the last one on stock (Cialdini 2001). This
principle even leads people to do things they otherwise
would not have done. When the local newspaper informs
you that the nearby church, which you have not visited in
years and was not planning to, is redecorating and will be
closed for 6 months you suddenly find yourself wandering
through church the next weekend. You are there because
this was your last chance (Cialdini 2001). The implied
scarcity of the behavior has made it more valuable, and
thus rendered it more likely to be performed.
The principle of consistency refers to peoples strive to
maintain consistent believes and act accordingly (Cialdini
2001). This strive has been well researched under the
heading of reducing cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957)
and can be also used to explain both attitudes and
behaviors. However, the principle can also be used to
induce click-zoom reactions. If a person is asked to write
down that he or she will stop taking the elevator and take
the stairs instead they will be more inclined to do so even if
they did not agree on writing it down in the first place
(Deutsch and Gerard 1955). People will try to be consisted
with their writing. The consistency principle as such also
explains the power of commitment: people will act as they
told or wrote they will. For ambient persuasive systems
alerts on inconsistency can be a very powerful strategy.
The principle of loss aversion relates to the findings that
people are more hurt by a loss of ten dollars, than they are
relieved by a similar gain. Thus, people value losses higher
than gains, and in a situation in which both are rationally
equal, will choose the loss adverse option (Tversky and
Kahneman 1981).
The sunk cost principle refers to people’s tendency to
incorporate previous decisions into a new decision, even
though this is not rational economic behavior (Tversky and
Kahneman 1974). People’s tendency to include sunk costs
in their decision making explains for example why people
endlessly continue costly projects even if any chance of a
gain has evaporated. This principle can be used when
people’s prior efforts for certain behaviors or attitudes are
assessed and the tendency to continue previously costly
behaviors is taken into account.
The framing principle refers to the opportunity a per-
suader has to reframe the request (Smith and Petty 1996).
For example, the price of one pack of cigarettes is rela-
tively low, however framing this option as the total amount
of money required for a years’ worth of smoking most
probably leads to the attitude that smoking is expensive.
An ambient persuasive system can use knowledge on
framing to change attitudes and as such to likelihood of
specific behaviors.
The foot in the door principle refers to peoples tendency
to comply more too people they have already complied to.
As such a small persuasive request, such as answering you
by the door and enforcing this by putting your foot in the
door, leads to greater compliance to following requests
(Freedman and Fraser 1966). Relatively low effort ques-
tions can be followed by questions for which compliance is
deemed less likely to improve compliance to a final request
(Burger and Caldwell 2003).
The contrast principle—also called the contrast effect—
refers to the fact that people make value judgments based
on comparisons (Petty and Cacioppo 1981). As such a car
stereo can be expensive when compared to the screen
wipers, but is cheap compared to the car. Appropriate use
of contrasting requests can increase compliance.
The disrupt-then-reframe principle is an extension to the
framing principle and can be used to increase the accep-
tance of a reference frame. For example one can state that a
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product costs 5 dollars, which is cheap. In this option,
especially in high elaboration, people will consciously
elaborate on the frame (cheap) and determine for them-
selves whether the frame is valid. If deemed invalid
backfiring will most probably occur. However, phrasing the
sentence as: ‘‘This product is 500 dollar cents, that’s 5
dollars, which is cheap’’ increases acceptance of the frame
(Davis and Knowles 1999). The 500 dollar cent statement
disrupts mental processing and thus renders acceptance of
the frame more likely. Behavioral outcomes of usage of
this principle are significant (Davis and Knowles 1999).
Designers will need to give thought on how to incor-
porate these mental shortcuts into their designs. These
shortcuts are very powerful persuaders and are used by
salesmen throughout the world. Application however needs
to be done with care, since it can leave a feeling of ‘‘being
tricked’’ which would greatly reduce the persuasive power
of the system in the long run.
9 Sustaining behavior
The end point on the second axis of our model, from
attitude to sustained behavior is the actual sustaining of
behavior once it has been performed. The classical psy-
chological approached to sustaining behavior is that of
conditioning. Conditioning can be separated into the field
of classical conditioning (Patterson and Romano 1987),
relating two previously unrelated stimuli, and operant
conditioning (Skinner 1976); enforcing behavior by the use
of reward and punishment. For persuasive purposes the
field of operant conditioning, which enables sustaining of
voluntary performed behaviors, is most relevant.
Once favorable attitudes towards a behavior have been
formed, and the behavior is performed for a first time,
several methods of stimulating or inhibiting the behavior
can be of use. Traditionally one separates reinforcements,
consequences of the behavior that make the behavior more
likely, and punishments, consequences that render the
behavior less likely. Since both of consequences can either
be removed or added, there are four possible reinforcement
schemes (Ferster and Skinner 1957):
1. Positive reinforcers: A behavior is followed by a
positive stimulus (reward).
2. Negative reinforcers:A behavior is followed by the
removal of a negative stimulus (punishment).
3. Positive punishment: A behavior is followed by a
negative stimulus.
4. Negative punishment: A behavior is followed by the
removal of a positive stimulus.
All four of these schemes can be used by ambient per-
suasive systems to reinforce behavior. Since the notion of
operant conditioning is relatively old numerous effects
have been described and researched. A lot of work has been
done on extinction, the effects of neither reinforcing nor
punishing a behavior, after a behavior has been condi-
tioned. Typically one observes an extinction boom: a sud-
den frequent outburst of the behavior. Next to extinction
effects a number of different punishment and reinforce-
ment schedules have been researched. Also, the cognitive
trade-offs between a number of positive and negative
reinforcers have been studied.
The literature identifies different schedules of rein-
forcement and their behavioral outcomes (Ferster and
Skinner 1957). One can distinguish between time rein-
forcers or ratio reinforcers; a reward or punishment after a
number of times the behavior has been performed (ratio) or
a specific time after the first occurrence of the behavior
(time). Both of these can be done specifically or variable, in
which variable implies that the behavior is not reinforced
on regular intervals.
Additional to reinforcement type and reinforcement
schedule work has been done on trade offs between posi-
tive and negative reinforcers. People seem to trade of the
sum of reinforcers and if the net reinforcement value is
positive the behavior will increase, while it will decrease if
the net reinforcement value is low.
A final notion useful from the conditioning literature is
the concept of shaping: Adapting reinforcers to more and
more specific instances of behavior. For example, one is
first rewarded for hitting a button, and then only rewarded
for hitting a button twice in a timed sequence. Based on
this numerous types of behaviors can be shaped and
sustained.
The knowledge on conditioning can proof useful for
sustaining compliance behavior to ambient persuasive
technologies. After a behavior has occurred reinforcement
or punishment can be used to sustain the behavior. Cur-
rently, game design is an area in which conditioning
principles are used to sustain behavior (Bang et al. 2006).
10 Future challenges
We presented an elaborate model of persuasion, empha-
sizing the complex base of attitudes and behavioral
change. All of our persuasion principles are summarized in
Table 1. Far more than computer based or ‘‘boxed’’ per-
suasive technologies would ambient technologies be
capable of capturing and incorporating in their persuasive
actions these complex principles of attitude and behavioral
change.
Ambient persuasive systems offer an opportunity to
incorporate a user model of persuasion, situational and
context awareness, and timely delivery of messages. Thus,
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Table 1 A summary of all the persuasion principles derived from the ambient persuasion model
Model concept Persuasion principle Explanation
Source Authority People are more likely to comply to a request made be a legitimate authority
Liking People are more likely to comply to a request made by their friends and people
they like
Similarity People are more likely to comply to people similar (i.e. age, name, background,
interest) to themselves
Mimicry People are more likely to comply to a request when their own behavior or
phrasing is mimicked by the persuader
Reciprocation People are inclined to return a favor
Repetition Repetition of a persuasive request increases compliance
Multiple source Social proof People—primarily in unfamiliar situations—look at others to see what they
should do
Number of people People are more inclined to adopt a behavior or attitude when it is expressed by a
bigger group of sources
Immediacy Compliance is a trade off of the number of people, and the closeness of these
people to the persuade
Consensus People seek consensus. Even in familiar situations people want to agree with the
majority view
Attitudes Mental accessibility Attitudes that are easily accessible are stronger than those that are hard to recall
Ambivalence Attitudes based on consistent information are more difficult to change than those
based on conflicting arguments
Mood Attitudes with an affective base are hard to change with cognitive arguments and
vice versa
Individual differences Individuals differ in their initial attitudes towards objects
Information processing High elaboration People who are high on the elaboration continuum—follow the central route to
persuasion— are inclined to listen to rational arguments
Low elaboration People who are low on the elaboration continuum— follow the peripheral route
to persuasion—are susceptible to peripheral cues and persuasive tricks
Ability to elaborate People differ in their ability to elaborate, and thus in their initial position on the
elaboration continuum
Prior believes Prior believes about a topic will raise the elaboration position of people
Need for cognition People high in the need for cognition will be higher on the elaboration
continuum
Susceptibility to cues People who are more susceptible to persuasive cues will be lower on the
elaboration continuum
Behavior Motivation Behavior will only be displayed when an individual is motivated (intrinsically or
extrinsically) to perform the behavior
Opportunity Behavior can only be displayed when the environment offers the opportunity to
perform the behavior
Ability Behavior can only be displayed when an individual has the ability to carry out
the behavior
Reasoned action Behavior is based on peoples initial attitude towards the behavior, and the
estimated chances of being able to perform the behavior
Mental shortcuts Scarcity People value objects that are scarce
Consistency People seek consistency in their own behaviors and attitudes
Loss aversion People are loss averse and will excel effort to prevent possible loss
Sunk costs People incorporate previous decisions in new decisions
Foot in the door People will comply to a series of small request more easily than to a big request
Framing The persuader has the opportunity to frame a request in a way consistent with the
request
Contrasting People make decisions based on comparisons. The persuader can provide the
comparison
Disrupt than reframe People are more susceptible to frames when their processing is disrupted
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ambient persuasive systems can reach a greater overall
compliance. Based on the model described above, which
summarizes parts of the work on attitude and behavioral
change as found in social sciences, we identify the key
aspects which are opportunities not just for persuasive
technologies in general, but more specifically for ambient
persuasive technologies. The challenge for the field in the
years to come will be to prove its efficiency on these key
indicators—indeed reaching higher compliance because of
the specific opportunities—and as such ground the need
for the ambient approach in truly persuasive systems. We
identify the following three challenges in which ambient
persuasive technologies can outwit their boxed
counterparts:
1. Ambient persuasive technologies could be context and
situation aware.
2. Ambient persuasive technologies can adapt to individ-
ual differences.
3. Ambient persuasive technologies can function as
actors themselves.
The vertical axis in our model clearly showed different
persuasion strategies to be effective in different stages of
the attitude-behavior continuum. Furthermore, trade offs
between behaviors, such as suggested by the MOA model,
and ambivalence of attitudes emphasizes the importance of
delivering the right message—tailored towards the current
stage of the model—in the right context. Since persuasive
technologies can incorporate a multitude of sensing meth-
ods to determine context and situation they should be better
suited than traditional persuasive technologies to incorpo-
rate these into their persuasive efforts and as such become
more effective.
As is clear from numerous accounts in this article,
strategies adapted to individual users are most promising
for increasing compliance in the ambient persuasion sce-
nario. Individuals differ in their tendency towards central
or peripheral information processing, and individuals differ
in their initial motivation and ability. For ambient persua-
sive systems to be truly effective and ensure compliance
these individual differences should influence the strategies
adapted by the system. By having access to numerous
aspects of the individual persuasive systems should be
more efficient in creating a user model of susceptibility to
persuasion. As such, the ambient persuasive system has a
greater opportunity to tailor its persuasive actions towards
the specific user.
Finally, based on the horizontal axes of our model—the
source receiver model—it is clear that source characteris-
tics play an important role in persuasion. While technolo-
gies can facilitate the connection of human sources,
ambient systems could also be a social actor by themselves.
Reeves and Nass (1996) showed already that even com-
puters are interpreted as social actors. Persuasive systems
could embody this actor role more diversely and convinc-
ingly than their ‘‘boxed’’ counterparts since they could
utilize a multitude of system representations, tailored for
the specific occasion and context. The ambient persuasive
system as an actor needs not only functional intelligence
but also social intelligence to be able to form a bond with
the receiver—one of the source characteristics which
increases its persuasive power.
11 Conclusion
This article presented the role ambient persuasive tech-
nologies can have in our everyday life: shaping attitudes
and behavior. We argued that, more than boxed persuasive
technologies, ambient persuasive technologies can leverage
situational awareness, context awareness, and user aware-
ness to increase the efficiency. To leverage these oppor-
tunities we provided a more detailed view on the
knowledge of attitude and behavioral change than that
provided by those only discussing tricks or persuasion
principles. By structuring the knowledge around a 2-axis
model we hope to have provided a structure to system
designers to incorporate this knowledge in their designs.
The future challenges pose a number of testable
hypothesis for the development of persuasive AmI systems.
These hypothesis are derived from our structuring of the
social science knowledge, but still need to be proven in an
AmI scenario. We present the three main hypothesis:
1. The compliance to requests from an ambient persua-
sion system can be increased by incorporating contex-
tual or situational knowledge. Persuasive AmI systems
which utilize this knowledge will be more effective
Table 1 continued
Model concept Persuasion principle Explanation
Sustaining Positive reinforcers Reward will stimulate the continuation of behavior
Negative reinforcers Removal of punishments will stimulate the continuation of behavior
Positive punishment Punishment will inhibit the continuation of behavior
Negative punishment Removal of rewards will inhibit the continuation of behavior
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than systems which do not utilize this data. Truly
contextual and situational awareness of systems is only
made possible by the AmI paradigm and as such the
time has arrived to test this hypothesis.
2. Compliance to persuasive requests is increased when
requests are tailored to the individual. This effect
should be larger than the individual main effects of
persuasive cues or strategies. It is hypothesized that
different combinations of cues, in different situations,
for different individuals lead to the highest compliance
rates.
3. Compliance to a persuasive request is enhanced when
done by a socially smart system which is regarded a
social actor as compared to an actorless system.
Imposing social structures—complex ones like per-
sonality, or simple ones like merely naming a
system—should increase compliance over systems
which elicit less of a social response.
The three hypotheses mentioned here can easily be
tested using psychological experimental methods. Such test
will serve to show that while theoretically sensible based
on previous human to human research, the aforementioned
challenges are indeed worth a follow up. If the psycho-
logical effects of these assumptions have been shown,
implications for technological development and an ethical
discussion should follow.
In the future ambient persuasion should aim at deliver-
ing on its promises. Both experimental research as well as
field trials should confidently proof the added value of the
ambient paradigm on top of the already booming field of
persuasive technologies.
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